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 This week is the beginning of the week of prayer for Christian unity.  Believe it or 

not, that is one event that - in part - drove me into professional ministry.  Because after 

sitting through years of such celebrations, I came to two conclusions.  One conclusion 

was that Christian unity was not likely to happen in my lifetime.  The other conclusion 

was that “unity” services were always exceptionally boring.  In my experience - perhaps 

in yours - “unity” services and sermons are full of platitudes about loving each other, and 

completely unexplored generalizations and cliches.  The sermons were always full of 

“nice” sounding words, apparently selected precisely because of their lack of power to 

effect any real change in our own lives.  We all know that we should learn to get along 

with other people, so clearly, we should get along with other Christians.  Christian unity 

is a no-brainer.  Unfortunately, that seems to invite no-brainer sermons! 

 I still remember one such service when my children were small.  In particular, I 

remember the children’s time that day.  Ian was probably 4 or 5.  Young enough to stand 

on my lap in order to see better, and old enough to have his own opinions.  He had spent 

at least a couple of years in a daycare with about 20 children from at least 15 different 

cultures and nationalities.  And at the children’s time, there was a guest speaker who 

talked at length about unity, and the need for us to love other people, including people 

who were different than us, etc, etc, etc.  And when the speaker was done, Ian turned to 

me and said, “duh”. 

 So - why is it I wonder - that a topic like Christian unity, a topic that is obviously 

important, can be so uninteresting to talk about.  Is it because we fall back on platitudes?  

Is it because we resist seeing the barriers to real unity in our own lives and in our society?    

Is it because we think we are all open-minded already, and unity will happen when the 

rest of the world catches up to us?  Is it that we like to pretend we have this all figured 
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out already? 

 “Unity” is actually a difficult idea to define, and an even harder idea to bring to 

life.  Because - if we are honest - we recognize that Christians, across the world and 

across the ages display vastly different traditions, cultures, theologies, and values. 

 But perhaps the prospect of unity faces even broader challenges.  Particularly, the 

challenge for Christians - as individuals or as denominations - is simply really knowing 

who they are.  The basic problem with Christians - of course - is that we are human 

beings.  I think it is very human to have biases and preconceptions.  How many of us 

have felt that our own children were “above average” at school but at some point realized 

that most parents believes their own children to be above average.  Surely everyone 

cannot be above average?  It is natural to favour “our own”. 

 In a study of medical students, they were asked how likely it was that they would 

be tempted by a bribe from a pharmaceutical company.  15% of the students felt they 

themselves might be tempted.  Interestingly, the same students also felt that 85% of their 

class-mates would take a bribe.  But the students were all from the same class.  Which 

shows that people have biases.  We believe that we are better than we are while at the 

same time we believe that other people are worse than they are. 

[discussion - biases in our society] 

 I think the problem is that in general it’s hard to be self-reflective, and also that as 

Canadians, we believe we are essentially open-minded, tolerant people.  But even if that’s 

true, we still carry biases and preconceptions within.  Biases we may not recognize.  

Sometimes our biases are more visible in our media, so we can always look there. 

 One bias I discovered this week is called the “Ben Johnson syndrome”.  It is a 

condition where Canadians become foreigners when they exhibit bad behaviour.  The 

name of the syndrome is a reference to the fact that when the Canadian darling, Ben 

Johnson, ran the 100 m sprint in 9.79 seconds in 1988, he was a Canadian hero that was 

metaphorically painted red and white by our media.  However, when it was discovered 
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that he had in fact cheated, he instantly became “a Jamaican sprinter” in the press. 

 If the syndrome was restricted to running, we could probably live with it, but in 

fact it is an essential part of the Canadian fabric.  For example, when a provincial 

political figure disapproved of a program to help new Canadians with their language 

skills, the politician referred to the program as a “subsidy for foreign workers”.  In that 

case, Canadians - because they didn’t speak English well - were dubbed “foreigners”.   

 And if the syndrome was applied to all people, we could probably live with that 

too, but many people and groups are exempt.  When the Globe and Mail revealed in 2013 

that Doug Ford sold hashish in the 1980’s as a sort of “home business”, Doug was never 

referred to as an “Irish drug dealer”. 

 I feel that - this week - I hardly need to remind any of us that the societies that we 

have created and the societies that we live in are full of biases and prejudices that 

endanger unity on many levels.  The shootings at the Charlie Hebdo offices, and the 

reactions to those shootings make this abundantly clear.  The editors of the paper 

displayed little respect for the feelings of others, which is what the shooters did too.  

Ironically - although the press seems to have missed this - both the paper and the shooters 

distorted the image of Mohammed - the paper distorted the image of the Prophet in ink.  

And the shooters did the same thing.  In the words of Sheikh Akram Barakat of the 

Hezbollah Cultural Institution, “The prophet was a mercy to all mankind, not only 

Muslims.  Free-thinkers understood this.  Those who have committed crimes in the name 

of Islam have also distorted the image of Islam and [image of] the Prophet.” 

 Our media of course wants to simply blame Muslims for the shootings.  Simple.  

But when Anders Behring Breivik killed 77 people in his terrorist attacks in Norway in 

2011, nobody jumped to the conclusion that all Christians are terrorists or that all Zionist 

are terrorists, even though Anders was a Christian Zionist.  Why on earth do we jump to 

the conclusion that Islam is a religion of terror?  Is it just possible that we have a bias 

against Muslims, Islam, and the Qur’an? 

 If we do, it’s odd, given our reading from 1 Samuel this morning.  The text we 

read is a lovely story about Samuel learning to recognize the voice of God.  It’s a gentle, 
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heart-warming story.  The text we didn’t read - the text that follows - describes the 

message from God to Samuel, where “God” declares that “God” is choosing to perform a 

terrorist act.  No one religious group has the monopoly on terrorism. 

 I’m already on page 4, and I feel like I haven’t said much yet that gives hope.  

Where do we find hope here?  I find hope in the fact that we can change.  If we learn to 

recognize our own biases, we can change.  

 In John, Nathanael says, “Can anything good come out of Nazareth?”  At least 

Nathanael is obvious about his bias.  And Philip responds, “come, and see”.  Philip does 

not tell Nathanael to stop being biased, Philip does not tell Nathanael that he is wrong.  

Philip simply invites Nathanael to open his heart and mind, to come, and to be open to 

discovering Jesus for who he is.  That’s probably the only antidote to discrimination 

anyway - Come and see for yourself.  Come and see that we - and “the other” are not so 

different. 

 I was planning to discuss “ubuntu” today, but got distracted by the shooting in 

Paris, and yet I think the topics are related.  Both murder and lack of unity spring from an 

unwillingness to see “the other” as we see ourselves.  Which is where “ubuntu” comes in.  

Ubuntu is an African word that does not easily translate, but it relates to being fully 

human though collective respect and valuing community about self interest.  One 

expression of ubuntu is “I am human because I belong to the human community and I 

view and treat others accordingly”.  I prefer a shorter version, “I am, because of you”, 

meaning that I cannot be complete in solitude. 

 We should not strive to eliminate biases, because that would also eliminate our 

humanity.  But we can strive to understand ourselves and others better, and to act 

accordingly.  We can try to live out ubuntu in our own lives. 

 I am, because of you.  Perhaps there is nothing more to say. 

 Amen.
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